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TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS

AUDIOVISUAL STARTUPS – OPPORTUNITIES AND NEW BUSINESS MODELS

Chair: José Carlos Aronchi - SEBRAE-SP

The startups of cross-platform audiovisual bring disruptive and innovative solutions. Entrepreneurs, with shortened companies, gain market share and switch from content to low-tech, high-tech solutions. The panel presents innovations brought by audiovisual startups, indicates ways for the broadcasting industry through entrepreneurship and innovation and the support of the SET to stimulate the audiovisual startups ecosystem and its new business models.

- **STARTUPS NO MERCADO AUDIOVISUAL**
  
  **Speaker: João Carlos Massarolo – UFSCar**
  
  The Multiplatform Audiovisual Startups bring disruptive and innovative solutions. Entrepreneurs from lean companies gain market share from content to low-tech, high-tech solutions. In this panel we will talk about the training of the audiovisual professional to perform in multiplatforms, seeking to define an innovative and entrepreneurial profile, based on the experience acquired with the Graduate Program - Specialization Course in Audiovisual Content Production for Multiplatforms, at UFSCar.

- **THE CAPTURE OF IMAGES BY DRONES AND THE POTENTIAL OF THE MARKET FOR STARTUPS**
  
  **Speaker: Raquel Molina - Diretora Executiva da Futuriste**
  
  Futuriste is a pioneer startup in the use of drones capture in Brazil, which has expanded to services, training, maintenance, consulting and sales of customized drones to meet the needs of companies in various segments. Futuriste was the company with the highest number of nominations for the TOP3 DroneShow Brazilian Market. The presentation is about startup development, prototype, validation with clients, fundraising and investors, your business team and results. What is your business model and startup scalability projection.
• **UVIEW360 - INNOVATION STARTUP IN 360 IMAGES**

  **Speaker:** Charles Boggiss - CEO - UView360

  Founded in 2010, the startup focused on 360-degree Video and live 360-degree video broadcasting, bringing innovation, interactivity and immersion to users. Acting in the most diverse sectors like Events, music clips, real estate projects, TV programs and more, UView360 is a case of virtual reality.

• **SET INNOVATION ZONE: STARTUPS OF CROSS-PLATFORM AUDIOVISUAL GAINING BROADCAST AND BROADBAND MARKET**

  **Speaker:** Edson Mackeenzy - Head SET Innovation Zone

  The ecosystem of startups. What is. The profile of the entrepreneur, the team, the idea and modeling of the innovative business that goes out in search of the customer with MVP. Because startups are gaining market share. Where are the opportunities for audiovisual startups and broadcasters. The support of SET to the startups of the audiovisual. SIZ and the stimulus to startups in regional SET.

• **GAMIFICATION CONTENT - GAMES STARTUPS ADVANCING ON SMART TVS AND MULTIPLATFORM**

  **Speaker:** Fernando Chamis - Presidente da ABRAGAMES - Associação Brasileira dos Desenvolvedores de Jogos Digitais

  Paths to the startups of the gaming segment show a great business opportunity due to digital multiplatforms, such as smart tvs, and content with virtual reality and gamificados. ABRAGAMES, the Brazilian and international gaming market, cases of entrepreneurs that started as startup and now have national and international market results. ABRAGAMES support to stimulate game startups, with support from BNDES and APEX.
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